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About

1-Bio/contacts
2-Education
3-Awards and achievments
4-Conferences/Talks
5-Pubblications

Bio

我

Federica is a cultural facilitator and content
creative based in Italy. She has a background in
Modern Languages and Cultures, Chinese Studies
(BA, MA) and holds a PhD in Fine Arts, specialized in Public Art at Shanghai University Fine Arts
College.
She is guided by the ambiguity of cultural identity and the creative potential of voids. Her field
of interest is Transcultural Aesthetics, and plays
at the intersection between socially-engaged art
and arts-based research, to facilitate understanding between Eastern and Western society.
Past experience include publications, talks, panel
discussions, social design and creative language
education across Italy, Mainland China and India.
She is currently based in the metropolitan area of
Bari, Puglia and works as Youth Culture Councillor for the local administration in her hometown
Corato. Here she founded Rongplace, to empower the
local community on a blank stage.
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FEDERICA A. BUONSANTE
Viale Luigi Cadorna
14/B 70033 Corato
Bari, Italy
+393484318001
federica.a.buonsante@gmail.com
www.federicabuonsante.com
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学

Education

2016 / 2019

Ph.D, Fine Arts.
Dept. of Public Art
and Placemaking.
Shanghai University,
College of Fine Arts.
(SAFA)

2015 / 2016

Master of Arts,
Contemporary Chinese
Culture and Business.
University College of
Cork (UCC), IE 2:1.
Hons. Degree.

02-07 / 2016

Advanced Chinese Language Diploma College of
International Exchange.
Shanghai University,
Shanghai, CN.

2013 / 2014

Intermediate Chinese
Language Diploma
College of International
Exchange. Sichuan Normal
University, Chengdu, CN.

2011 / 2014

BA, Modern Language and
Culture (Chinese and
English)
Università degli Studi
G. D'Annunzio. Pescara.

Language:
Italian
Enlgish - C2
Chinese - C1
Spanish - B2
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Awards and achievments

将

2019
Case Study Excellence Prize Winner at Fourth
International Award For Public Art (IAPA)
for eLSeed "Perception"
2016
Shanghai Goverment Doctoral Scholarship,
Type A (Class Excellence)
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Conferences/Talks

报告

Giovani Fuoriclasse. Organized by
Rimettiamo in moto la città.
Corato, Bari, 12 th of Sept. 2019

The Fourth International Award for
Public Art (IAPA) Ceremony and Forum. Organizer: Shanghai Academy of
Fine Arts:Institute for Public Art.
9th-13th November 2019.

Institute for Public Art research
Network Meeting 2018. Institute for
Public Art. 9th-13th November 2018.
Co-sponsored:Shanghai Academy of
Fine Arts.

Institute for Public Art research
Network Meeting 2017. Institute for
Public Art. 13th-16 March 2017.
Co-sponsored:
Shanghai Academy of Fine Arts.

Italian Public Art: Research
Methods for Nominated Cases. March
15-16-17, 2017. International Public Art Research Forum,Moganshan,
Zhejiang, Cina. Institute for Public Art.

International Public Art Study
Workshop: Beijing Dashilan Renewal
Project. Shanghai Academy of Fine
Arts. December 14-22,2017.

Art Park: Intimate Gatherings host by
Kim Engelen. Hangzhou. 18 May 2019

Panelist at Critica, Arts for Social Inclusion. Organized by Babel
host by Elevate. Loft 1900,
Shanghai. June 1st, 2019
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Pubblications

出版

5 Artists Interviews.
Kim Engelen.
ISBN 979-8653735950. 13 June 2020.

Public Art as Social Form: the quality of Community Engagement in “Perception”.
Federica Buonsante (柏帆霓) , trans.
by LinNa (林娜). Public Art China.
N1/2020. ISSN 1674-7038 .

Public Art to Fill the Human Gap:
How Perception came into being.
Interview with elSeed. Federica Buonsante
(柏帆霓),trans. by Lin Na (林娜).
Public Art China.
Pp. 40-44. N1/2020 . Issn 1674-7038

Compressed Identities in Traditional Beijing.
Federica Buonsante, trans. by Chen Lu (陈璐) in
Babel Magazine pp. 66-71.
Issue 2, 2019. ISSN: 2590-2067.

Art Park: Art influenced by Living in China.
Intimate Gatherings.
Curated by Kim Engelen. 2019.
ISBN 978-90-809866-8-8

Social Functions and Modes of Intervention of
Public Art in Contemporary China:
A Case Study of Beijing Dashilan Project.Federica Buonsante (柏帆霓) in Public Art China, pp.
65-73. n.3/2018. ISSN 1674-7038
Absent Matter, Metaphysical Ruins and Genius
Loci: Interview with the Italian Artist: Edoardo
Tresoldi.
By FedericaBuonsante (柏帆霓) trans.
Lin Na (林娜). Public Art China Magazine. pp 6165. n.4/2018. ISSN 1674-7038
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Time line

1- Time line

2014

Instruction

2011/2014
BA, Modern Language
and Culture
(Chinese and English)
Università degli Studi
G. D'Annunzio. Pescara.
2013/2014
Intermediate Chinese
Language Diploma
College of International
Exchange. Sichuan Normal
University, Chengdu, CN.

2015

2017

2016

2015 / 2016 Master of Arts,
Contemporary Chinese Culture and
Business. University College of Cork
(UCC), IE 2:1. Hons. Degree.

2016 / 2019 Ph.D, Fine Arts. Dept. of Public Art and P

Advanced Chinese Language
Diploma College of International
Exchange.Shanghai University,
Shanghai, CN.

Research

2017/2019 “Quattro Arti” Experimen

Experience

2018

2019

2020

Placemaking. Shanghai University, College of Fine Arts. (SAFA)

“Connect/Collect”.
Moganshan Public Art Festival.
Zhejiang, Fatou Village.

“Share/Care”.
Blackstone Apartments. Shanghai.

“Perpetual Theatre”.
Moganshan Public Art Festival.
Zhejiang, Fatou Village.

“Space/Place”.
Century Park, Shanghai

Agosto 2019
"Theatre Action".
Teatro comunale di Corato.

“Share/Care”.
Critica Arts for Social Inclusion.
Shanghai.
“Gift to Earth”.
Aesthetic education kids workshop.
Dimension Local Art Festival.

ntal Pedagogy; Creative Teaching, Applied Theatre

“Open Form”
Collective performance.
Dimension Local Arts Festival.
Chongqing

Sensistan Mazeum Opening

"Critica Arts for Social Inclusion".
Panel Speaker. Shanghai

"Art Park" Intimate Gatherings
curated by Kim Engelen.
Taiziwang Park.
Hangzhou, China

Dicembre 2020
“Teatro Sospeso”.
Christmas Cultural Programming,
comune di Corato.

2021
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Research

1-Theatre Action
2-Share/Care
3-Space/Place
4-Perpetual Theatre
5-Connect/Collect
6-Gift to Earth
7-Quattro arti

THEATRE ACTION
Co-creative act of
living the theatrical
space in a physical and
symbolic sense. The theme of the “eviction from
the theater” develops in
a series of short interviews with citizens aged
6 and up in a provocative form, conducted by
the artists during walks
in the historic center of the city. Words,
reflections, gathered
voices are then reassembled to give life to
an audio-visual installation whose theme is
living in the theater
from the eyes of the
spectator. The composition gives light to a
co-authored video art,
which projected on the
facade of the Municipal
Theater of Corato.
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TIME: August 2020
LOCATION:
Corato, Puglia, Italy

研究

TYPE:
Video Art
TEAM:
Federica Buonsante,
Alessandro Vangi
ORGANIZER/CLIENT:
Teatro dei Borgia

- https://www.barlettalive.it/
news/spettacolo/966842/il-teatro-dei-borgia-a-corato-con-ilprogetto-theatre-action
- https://www.ilquartopotere.it/
cultura/theatre-action-per-riaprire-simbolicamente-il-teatro/

Now that the places of
the theater are outside the theater in a
physical sense, the
boundaries between art
and spectator are also
mixed. Thus the emancipatory potential of art
is revealed and unrolled
thanks to the participatory and necessary
sharing between artist
and public space.
Corato is a city-opera
not for the theater in
the physical sense, for
all those who live and
occupy it.
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SHARE / CARE
How many of us actually
conceive art as an educational tool and not as
a product?
Many have touched this
subject, from Croce to
Dewey, from Confucius to
Montessori just to name
a few.
Art is a powerful tool
able to free individuals from the induced
and unconscious need for
homologation.
Unfortunately due to
the reckless amount of
content we consume every
day, we forget about the
importance of aesthetic
expression, and the meaning of sharing it.
The SHARE / CARE project
was born out of this
need to demystify both
the act of artistic
creation and that of
sharing it, as two sides
of the same coin.
Is it possible to modify
the collective imaginary linked to artistic
process?
We tried to do this by
reinterpreting on the
idea of sharing personal
creations and food in a
ritual form. Participants had to come and
blindly sing up to their
names on a list a bring
one artwork. Then we’d
sit in a circle.
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One by one we had to
know each other by sharing our artwork, in a
performative way. After
their performance, the
public had to give something back in the form
of a gesture or a word.
In the middle of the
performance then we’d
take a break and share
food as well.
This happened in the
living room in my home
town, in Italy and later
in Blackstone apartments
in Shanghai, China.
By these experiments, we
could notice many cultural specificities by
the way people responded
to the project, but also
some similarities.
One, for example, was
that the Italians are
more inclined to physical contact while Chinese participants took
more time to get conformable with the others.

研究

TIME:
October 2019 - On
LOCATION:
Corato, Puglia, Italy /
Shanghai, China
TYPE:
Art-based Social Gathering
TEAM:
Federica Buonsante, Antonella Campanale (Nutrition
Biologist), Jianfang (Square
Gallery Curator), Litchi
Experience
This is certainly a main
cultural difference.
Another one lies in the
fact that Italians are
more used to personal
recreational actives.
Whereas in China, a pluralist society, people
see personal creativity
as something rare, exotic. (But also liberating from the chains of
everyday standards)
The similarity came out
in when we decided to
share food in the middle
of the activity. In both
contexts participants,
had time to talk and
know each other personally therefore when
the performance started again they would
show more openness and
had left their defences
behind.
The act of sharing in
the digital era has become something we give
for granted however,
has Clair Bishop remind
us in her famous book
Participation, we are
easily confusing action
with reaction.
While the first one
implies an active form
of engagement, the other
is merely a passive one.
This experiment shows
us that it is possible
to create a space where
individual and collective dimension are deeply
connected.

And also that among all
differences there are
some similarities among
all human beings.
With experiments like
this we hope to return
the art the dignity it
deserves the human value
and its high transformative potential.
Art is not a commodity.
Art is, first of all,
an act of care, human
commitment, pure energy.
But you need to share
it, otherwise, your role
as human and artist will
stay unfulfilled.
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SPACE / PLACE
Marc Augé defined nonplaces as opposed to
anthropological places,
as those spaces that do
not have identity, relational and historical
nature.
People pass through nonplaces but nobody lives
there. They are spaces
in which people meet
without entering into a
relationship, driven by
the frenetic desire to
consume.
The individual in the
nonplace loses his personal role and exist
exclusively as a customer or passive user. A
silent contract that is
signed at the entrance
of each nonplace through
words, symbols, rules or
instructions.
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研究

TIME:
Aprile-May 2019
LOCATION:
Century Park + Liuhang
Metro Station. Shanghai
TYPE:
Participatory Photography
TEAM:
Virginia Lui (AU), Viktor (CN),
Federica Buonsante (IT)

Places and nonplaces
are always highly connected and it is often
difficult to distinguish
them.
With this project, we
wanted to make this distinction visible, by
transforming the role
of people within nonplaces: from being just
passive users to being
the protagonist of their
own experience. The relationship is redefined by the participant
through the creation of
a new word/expression.
It symbolises a personal
identity in relation to
the place. In this way a
new contract is signed
within the place: explicit, active, authorial.
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PERPETUAL THEATRE
“The world is a stage”:
in theatre as much as in
life everything can happen. Theatre is the most
complete art form and a
perfect reincarnation of
life. “Perpetual theatre” Is a public space
designed for the community of Mogan mountain.
Shaped as an amphitheatre, the idea is that
of creating a flexible
and democratic place to
allow any kind of human
interaction, and encourage participation to
public life. Entirely
realised in alive bamboos it was placed at
the feet of the mount,
surrounded by nature.
Its location is a reminder of the need for
a perpetual connection
between humans and nature. Here nature is the
theatre, as it is thanks
to this connection that
everything can happen.
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TIME:
August 2018 - January 2019

研究

LOCATION:
Deqing, Moganshan,
Zhenjiang Province, China
TYPE:
Stage Design, Ecodesign
TEAM:
Federica Buonsante,
Concept Design; He Yi Bo
(何一波), Sourcing;
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CONNECT / COLLECT
In the Chinese language,
the term 接受 is formed
by two characters. 接
which mean to connect,
and 收 which also means
to collect, receive.
Connect and collect:
these two actions constitute the way of collective living.
Always ready to the flow
and the go of people,
the community of Moganshan has a rooted its
culture in the hospitality. However, to host
people in own homes may
not be always an organic
process. What is often
sacrificed in this process is the connection
with a more intimate dimension, more individual
identity.
The purpose was to reinterpreting the importance of the ritual dimension, and its sacrality
through the aesthetic
experience. The aim of
the project to give visibility to the private
dimension of the locals,
by making public what
is mostly invisible and
private.
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研究

TIME:
August 2018
LOCATION:
Mogan Mountain, Fatou
Village, Zhejiang Province,
China
TYPE:
Cultural mapping,
Visual Storytelling
TEAM:
Federica Buonsante, Su
Ouyang, Chenglong

These actions happen
trough home investigations in which the local are asked to share
an everyday object and
to eyewitness a daily
action. At the end of
the ritual action the
object used was borrowed
as a temporary donation and symbol of an
established connection.
The object was then displayed during a public
exhibition on the day of
the Festival. The locals
were figured in a video
projection on the bamboo stage, followed by a
performative collection
of the ritual objects
displayed on the ground
of the stage.
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GIFT TO EARTH
According to biologist
and conservation leader,
Edward O. Wilson, humanity is passing through
a bottleneck of overpopulation and environmental destruction. But if
we pass through safely
and take most of Earth’s
life forms with us, human existence could be
a paradise compared to
today. This workshop highlights the need to redefine our relationship
with the earth.
The main topic is the
gift, specifically the
obligation of exchanging
gift. The project uses
the aesthetics experience to reconvert the meaning of donation and to
redesign the relationship with the natural
world through site-specific theatre exercises,
meditation, poetry and
sculpture. As written
by the cultural anthropologist Marcel Mauss,
“donation is a promoter
of relations, an instrument with which the
primary societies were
born".
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TIME:
Sept-October 2018

研究

LOCATION:
Farm Museum, Baibai Area,
Chongqing (CN)
TYPE:
Workshop, collective performance
TEAM:
Federica Buonsante,
TieZhu (铁柱)

The value of counter donation lies on freedom;
the more we are free to
donate, the more valuable is our donation.
The main theme here was:
how does it fell to donate? The practise draws
on a variety of exercises that aim ed connecting with the natural
environment, finding a
favourite spot, hiding a
secret, leaving a memento as a symbolic expression of the established
relationship. Objects
have a soul, that is why
when we donate them,
they will always find a
way back.
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QUATTRO ARTI
According to Confucious
artistic expression
managed more than any
other language to touch
the student's emotional
sphere and prepare him/
her for learning.
Quattro Arti (Four
Arts) is an experimental approach that aims
at integrating creative
expression with foreign
language teaching for
young learners (5-9y.o.)
It is a collection of
40+ educational experiments originated from a
substitute for nostalgia
for theatre practice;
of scepticism towards
traditional teaching
methods; and finally
of compassion towards
Chinese children, who
from the age of three
must spend themselves
daily from one educational centre to another,
to help mom and dad in
the realization of the
Chinese dream.
The term "Quattro Arti"
is inspired by both
Western and Chinese culture.
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研究

Time:

October 2017-June 2019

Type:

Experimental Pedagogy;
Creative Teaching,
Applied Theatre

Location:

DD Dragon English School
(Baoshan); Combaby Comtessori Education (Meilan
Lake, Shanghai)

In the Tang era, the
Four Arts (四藝), were
music (琴), the game (
棋), writing (書), and
painting (畫). They
were considered essential components for the
formation of a man of
virtue and constituted a
requirement for participation in public and
private life.
In the West, we refer to
"English Language Arts"
as writing (writing),
speaking (speaking),
listening (listening)
and reading (reading) as
skills to be improved in
order to master a foreign language.
That is, "Quattro Arti"
represents a method
that aims at refining
the ability to speak,
listen, read and write
through the aestheticization process.
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04

Experience

1-Natale Sospeso
2-Sensistan Mazeum
3-Critica Arts
4-Open Form
5-IPA

NATALE SOSPESO
Digital review of
performing arts and
urban installations
to support young local artists in a state of economic crisis
due to COVID restrictions. The cultural
program was distributed over two weeks
of concrete actions
in the main place of
representation of the
community's artistic
system, the Teatro
Comunale di Corato.
The event was a huge
success, was broadcast in episodes on
the social channels
of the new administration, and remarried by small local
associations. The attention of the public
was expressed among
the younger groups,
reaching over 50,000
views.
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TIME:

18 December to
06 January 2021

经历

LOCATION:
municipal theatre in
Corato
TYPE:
cultural management
ORGANIZER:
Comune di Corato

- https://www.coratolive.it/
news/attualita/998178/natale-sospeso-presentato-il-calendario-de-benedittis-riaccendiamo-i-motori
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SENSISTAN
MAZEUM OPENING
Sensistan provides
a unique space for
inspiration and learning to meet the
demand for tech and
experience-based entertainment in India.
This phantasmagorical
space in Goa was designed by enthralling
artists, architects,
engineers and other
visionaries from India and around the
world. Artistically
crafted, it invites
visitors to explore, while entertaining all 6 senses in
unusual and playful
ways.
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经历

TIME:
22-24th November 2019
LOCATION:
Goa, India
TYPE:
Event Design and Cultural
Management Event Design
and Cultural Management

MORE AT WWW.SENSITAN.SPACE

As one of the contributors, I curated
Sensistan opening
event. The cultural
programme was distributed over 3 days and
included live music,
Dj set, in impromptu dance performance
and workshops. The
official launch was
the 22nd of November and continued for
the whole weekend,
it counted around 23
different activities,
more than 40 artists
involved, including
around 500 visitors.
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CRITICA:
ARTS FOR SOCIAL
INCLUSION
CRITICA Festival
invited artists and
audience to debate
the power of art to
promote social inclusion, in a panel
moderated by Elevate.
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TYPE:
Panel Discussion

经历

ORGANIZER:
Babel
HOSTING:
ELEVATE
PANELISTS:
Nicoco, and Viola NoOne,
Federica Buonsante

The discussion started with questioning
what art is, what
social inclusion is,
and why we should
care. It provoked the
artists to reflect
whether art has been
used for exclusion
rather than inclusion, brought light
to the risks of instrumentalist policies, and challenged
the artists to balance those policies with aesthetic
considerations. It
questioned who is
responsible for inclusive art, and it
ended with the sharing of a few interesting case studies.
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OPEN FORM
The “Open Form", as the
cornerstone creative
teaching theory of the
Warsaw School of Art
in Poland, is of great significance in the
modern transformation of
Polish art. 18 different artists were asked
to prepare a 30 seconds
performance and to put
their names on a list.
Following the shooting
of a short film, in
which the camera would
be fixed in one space in front of a blank
canvas. Each artist had
to do their performance
in sequence, one by one
in front of the camera.
Each performance would
soon follow the previous
one. No one could know
what to expect from the
next one.
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经历

TIME:
30th Sept - 3rd OCt., 2018
LOCATION:
Bayu Farming Museum,
Baibai Area, Chongqing
MEDIA TYPE:
Performance art, video
ORGANISERS:
Dimension Art Center,
Sichuan Fine Arts Institute

It was impossible to
ignore how space could
change, therefore each
performance was inevitably connected by a
cause-effect relationship. In the end, a
collective and organic
composition came out of
this experiment, recorded in a 20 min video.
I took part in the
practice as a performer
and was interviewed by
a local tv channel who
came to document the
process.
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INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC ART
(IPA)
www.instituteforpublicart.org

COMMISSIONED CASE
STUDIES FOR THE
INTERNATIONAL AWARD
FOR PUBLIC ART
(IAPA) 2020
AWARDED PROJECT:
Perception, Cairo,
Egypt, was announced
in October 2019 at
Shanghai University,
China. Researcher:
Federica Buonsante
The Institute for Public Art (instituteforpublicart.org) is a joined
institution of Public Art Magazine (Shanghai) and Public Art Review
(US) that promotes, evaluates and celebrates the excellence of public
art around the world. The IPA has established the International Award
for Public Art (IAPA), an awarding activity, a symbol of the highest
achievement in the field of international public art to strengthening
the inheritance and development of urban regional culture, raising the
standard of urban culture and art, improving the lives of the citizens.

The researchers in the IPA are scholars, curators, artists, teachers
and graduate students around the world. At present, I am among the 30
researchers from 20 countries or regions around the world working for
IPA. International research network meetings are held every year, in
which researchers discuss research methodologies and case studies. All
case studies are collected on the official website, that is not just
becoming a collection of world's public art, but also an eyewitness of
human development and own interpretation of society through the lens
of art and activism.
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INTERNATIONAL AWARD FOR PUBLIC ART
(2016/2019)

The International Award for Public Art acknowledges specific public art projects of the
highest achievement with a focus on art-led
urbanism, place-making, community building
and social practice.
The Award draws attention to the major contribution made by artists around the world to
the quality of life, our shared environments and the importance of developing space to
nurture citizenship and public wellbeing.
In addition to the recognition and celebration of quality, a primary goal of the IAPA
is to stimulate debate about the value, articulation and qualities of public spaces among
artists and allied professions, and among
decision-makers in urban planning and design.
A related goal is education, supported by the
sharing of information about projects, best
practices, and innovative work around the
world.
INTERNATIONAL AWARD FOR PUBLIC ART (IAPA)
2020 : (Excellence Prize)
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RESEARCHED
CASE STUDIES
1 Perception
ARTIST: el Seed
ARTWORK/YEAR: Perception (2016)
REGION: Africa
RESEARCHER: Federica Buonsante

2 (You are not being straight with me)
ARTIST: Collectivo FX, Nemo's
ARTWORK/YEAR: Non me la racconti giusta
(You are not being straight with me) (2016 - ongoing)
REGION: Eurasia
RESEARCHER: Federica Buonsante

3 “Anything to Say?”
A Monument to Courage
ARTIST: Davide Dormino
ARTWORK/YEAR: 'Anything to Say?' A Monument to Courage (2015)
REGION: Eurasia
RESEARCHER: Federica Buonsante

4 L’esposizione del lenzuolo
(Display of the Sheet)
ARTIST: Maria Angela Capossella
ARTWORK/YEAR: L'esposizione del lenzuolo (2013 - ongoing)
REGION: Eurasia
RESEARCHER: Federica Buonsante

5 Verso Sud Festival
ARTIST: Lavorare Stanca
ARTWORK/YEAR: Verso Sud Festival (2015 ongoing)
REGION: Eurasia
RESEARCHER: Federica Buonsante

6 Private Conversations
ARTIST: Elisa Laraia
ARTWORK/YEAR: PRIVATE CONVERSATIONS|
LABORATORIO PERMANENTE DI ARTE PUBBLICA (2009 ongoing)
REGION: Eurasia
RESEARCHER: Federica Buonsante
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AWARDED CASE STUDY
(Excellence prize)
1 Perception
PROJECT NAME: Perception
LOCATION: Cairo, Egypt
ARTIST: eLSeed
RESEARCHER: Federica Buonsante

In the neighborhood of
Manshiyat Nasr, Cairo there
is an isolated Christian
coptic community: they
call themselves the Zaraeeb
(“pig breeders”), and for
decades they have been collecting the garbage of the
people of Cairo, sorting it
in their own neighborhood. Pigs and other animals
are fed with the organic
waste that this community
collects on a daily basis.
The locals have built a
self-efficient and highly
profitable recycling system
in the city, among the most
efficient on a global level,
and are able to recycle up
to 85% of the collected
garbage. Despite the commitments to the cause, this
community is on the edge of
Egyptian society, because
of the strong association
with trash; the area is
commonly perceived as dirty
by the rest of the citizens
in Cairo; its inhabitants
are marginalized and segregated, to the extent that
they have been given the
name of Zabaleen (“garbage
people”).

The French-Tunisian artists
eL Seed heard about this
community for the first
time in 2009, when the
Egyptian authorities under
the regime of Hosni Mubarak, decided to slaughter
300,000 pigs using the pretext of H1N1 virus.
This event killed their
livelihood. eL Seed travels the world, making art
in Paris, New York, Jeddah,
Melbourne, Gabes, Doha and
beyond. His goal is to create massages of peace with
his own style of Arabic
calligraphy. His aim is to
create dialogue and promote
tolerance as well as change
global perceptions of what
Arabic means. He does not
just want to make sure those messages are relevant to
the place where he is painting, but also that they
have a universal dimension,
so that anybody around the
world can identify with
those messages.

In 2015 el Seed realized an
anamorphic mural of Arabic
calligraphy in the neighborhood of Manshiyat Nasr,
Cairo. The artwork named:
“Perception”, was conceived
with the purpose of highlighting and changing the
image of the Coptic community of Zagreb. The whole
artwork is fully visible
only from the Muqattam
Mountain, where a famous
cathedral lies inside a
cave. If seen on any other
street in the neighborhood,
the mural appears fragmented. It is just from the
top of the mountain that
the monochromatic facades
of the buildings in the
neighborhood turns into
an orange, blue and white
colored mural that shines
over 50 buildings. It is
the artist’s largest and
most ambitious project to
date. The making-process
was defined by the artist
as a human experience, as
it had impressive support
from the community. Many
residents offered moral and
physical help, by allowing
to paint they house facades, and collaborating
with the artist’s as a team
member.
The excellence of the
project is clearly visible
by the innovative design
and the ability to create dialogue with the local
community. The quality of
the design consists in the
complexity of the work,
an anamorphic piece that
extends over more than 50
buildings in the district,
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designed to be visible and
readable only from one perspective. The value of the
project is represented by
its social aspect, achieved through interaction
with the community and the
ability to tell it to the
world, changing the way it
was conceived. The locals,
during the making process,
would refer to the artist and his team with the
expression 'nawartouna', an
Egyptian expression that
means:"you brought light
to us". A perfect example
of how art can embellish,
but also illuminate. The
project highlights the idea
of diversity, that can be
easily linked to the époque of human migrations in
which we live, and of the
xenophobic reactions and of
the nationalistic ideologies that derive from them.
An invitation to reflect
upon the other, to reconsider our points of view
towards cultural differences. To get away from the
prejudice of ordinary life,
is like climbing a mountain: it takes big efforts,
but eventually everything
becomes clearer: our perspective of the world has
changed, and our horizons
have widened. It is in this
direction that public art
has the important role of
elevating the individual to
have a deeper understanding
of human existence.
When the artist first entered the neighborhood of
Manshiyat Naser, he noticed
that despite the intense
smell of garbage, and the
loud noise of the traffic,
everything was perfectly organized. He went to
Muqattam Mountain where the
community built the St.
Simon Monastery; the pride
of the community, a 10,000seat cave church carved
into the mountain itself.
It is there that the initial idea of Perception was
generated: an anamorphic
piece, only visible from
just one vantage point, the
top of Muqattam Mountain.
In order to accomplish the
project it needed the full
approval of the community,
and depended on its spiritual guide, Father Samaan,
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the leader of the community. The artist managed to
get the meeting with the
the leader of the community, who fell in love
with the idea. As with the
previous project, eL Seed's
main concern was that the
community felt connected
with his words. For the
community of Manshiyat
Naser, he decided to write
in Arabic the words of St.
Athanasius of Alexandria,
a Coptic bishop from the
third century: ‘نأ دحأ دارأ نإ
سمشلا رون رصبی، حسمی نأ ھیلع نإف
( ’ھینیعAnyone who wants
to see the sunlight clearly needs to wipe his eye
first.)

At the beginning of the
project, the artist numbered all the buildings on a
sketch. At this stage, there was no interaction with
the community and people
did not get the point of
all that. But soon the residents were offering their
facades to be painted. It
took hundreds of liters of
paint, a dozen blue manual
lifts, several trips back
and forth to Cairo, a strong
and solid team from France, North Africa, Middle
East and the US, one year
of planning and logistics
and three weeks of intense
working for the project to
be finished. Some locals
shared the work load with
artist’s team: “some people
[were] in charge of filling in the space of the
calligraphy that the artist
traced with colors, such
as blue, yellow and orange; some others, [were] in
charge of carrying sand
bags, and putting them on
the top of the building to
hold some manual lifts; and

some others [were] assembling and disassembling
those lifts and moving them
around the different buildings. “
Every day during the making
process the artist and his
team would climb up to
the mountain to look at
the progress of the piece.
Standing at the same point
day by day, made him realize the symbolism behind
this piece of art: “if you
want to see the real image
of somebody, we may need
to change our angle.” For
the piece, a white glow-inthe-dark paint was used for
the calligraphy so at the
end of the making-process,
some black light projectors
were rented to light up the
whole neighborhood, to surprise everybody around it.
Before the completion of
the piece, the people did
not know what the message
of the artist was. They had
to trek up the hill to see
what the calligraphy message said. For example, a resident, Uncle Ibrahim, who
hadn't been to the mountain
in 10 years and never took
a day off, surprisingly
climbed all the way to the
mountain to look at the
piece when it was finished.
He was really proud to see
his house painted, and he
said that Perception “was a
project of peace and unity,
and that he had brought people together.”
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